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Outset Group Training Case Study: Outset Leadership Series 

Service: The Outset Group customizes our Leadership Series for a major aerospace firm. 

Deliverables: 1. Skills Assessment that identifies gaps and helps to prioritize training content 
2. Instructional Design for a customized Leadership Series 
3. Four one-day workshops in Proactive Communication, Assertive Management, 

Project Management, and Team Facilitation 
4. Executive Debrief of Leadership Series results and The Outset Group 

observations/recommendations 

Situation: This global aviations service provider kept dozens of management teams in the field 
across the globe. The fast pace and mission-critical nature of their work often exposed 
a lack of management experience and gaps in professional standards. To reduce the 
unforced errors, to lower stress, and retain good people, this company brought in The 
Outset Group to design a training solution that would teach keadersguo fundamentals 
in a fun, real-world, hands-on workshop environment. 

Initiation:  We developed a detailed scope of work and defined course content 

Execution:  The Outset Group administered a Leadership Skills Assessment Survey to 
assess strengths, gaps, and the need for training.  The survey not only helped us 
to target immediate real-world needs, it also captured people’s interest. 
Students brought their A game to the sessions. 

 We closed each workshop with each student committing to a Performance 
Target, and creating a realistic and achievable plan to apply what they had 
learned 

 After the final session of the Leadership Series,  The Outset Group conducted 
an on-site Executive Debrief.  We presented the workshop results and included 
our observations and recommendations for Continuous Improvement.  

. 

Results: 1. A wave of empowerment, particularly in the realm of vendor management and 
customer relations, swept through project planning and field logistics. 

2. Greater professionalism in the field, especially a more assertive approach when 
walking into a new situation. 

3. Mangers demonstrated a new ability to look ahead, to anticipate future needs, and 
to identify potential problems and opportunities.  This led to improved customer 
relations, lower stress in the field, and projects that met schedule commitments. 

4. Employees with new coping mechanisms to deal with the demands of a fast-paced, 
mission-critical business and technical environment.   
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